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Abstract.The growth of the international-trades volume has increased, and
the developed countries hope to sell their products to developing countries
that have a bigger market potential because of their large populations. With
the existence of quite big market potential in the world trade, developing
countries such as Indonesia and Brazil must have a legislation that can give
a protection for their citizens as the consumers of goods or services in the
developed countries. Based on that issue, this research implements an
analysis of the consumer’s legal term stated in the Article 1 number 2 of the
Law No 8, 1999 (Consumer Protection Act - Indonesia) and Chapter I
Article 2, Law No. 8078 of September 11th , 1990 (Code of Consumer
Defense and Protection-Brazil). This law research will use the method of
juridical normative, with the comparative approach of legislation.

1 Introduction
Globalization is an integration process occurred as the result of interchanging global
perspective, products, ideas, and other cultural aspects across world-time and worldspace [1]. Globalization encourages countries in the world to carry out international
integration process that significantly improves global trade because one of the effects of
globalization is the implementation of WTO free market in 2020. By the implementation,
there will be no trade limitations such as tariff, quota, and any other forms of trade limitation.
Developing countries with high population becomes a potential market for developed
countries to trade their products and services. Based on the data statistic, Indonesia and Brazil
meet the criterion of developing countries with high population that becomes the destinations
of other countries.
Indonesia, with potential population of 224,138,438 (2000) is the fourth most populated
country in the world, while Brazil is a developing country which is the fifth most populated
country in the world with potential population of 175,552,771 (2000) [2]. Based on the
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statistical data obtained from the publication of Central Intelligence Agency concerning
market potentiality of Indonesia and Brazil in terms of trade and consumption, Indonesia’s
household consumption rate is 57.5% with export of products and services rate 19.2% and
import of products and services rate 18.4% [3]. Meanwhile, Brazil’s household consumption
rate is 63.5% with export of products and services rate 11.8% and import of products and
service rate -11.7% [4]. The data indicates market segmentation potentiality of these two
countries. The great potentiality surely must be followed up by providing legal protection
towards its citizens as potential world market segmentation. The implementation of legal
protection of each country is by stipulating laws concerning the issue, for example, the
implementation of legal protection by Indonesian government by enacting Law Number 8
concerning Consumer Protection. Brazilian government also enacts a similar regulation,
named Law No. 8078 of September 11, 1990 Code of Consumer Defense and Protection.
It is very interesting to compare the Consumer Protection Act stipulated by the two
countries adopting civil law system, namely Indonesia [5] and Brazil [6]. Therefore, based
on the background explained above, the legal issue which is going to be discussed in this
study is the comparison of legal terms concerning consumer stated on Article 1 number 2
Law Number 8 Year 1999 – Consumer Protection Act Indonesia (Indonesian CPA) and
Chapter I Art. 2, Law No. 8078 of September 11, 1990 – Code of Consumer Defense and
Protection – Brazil (CCD Brazil).

2 Objective of the study
The research objective is to analyze the comparison of consumer legal term stated on
Indonesian CPA and CCD - Brazil.

3 Methodology
The method to be used in this study is comparative legal studies. This study applies to analyze
and define legal issues focusing on similarities and differences of laws [7].

4 Discussion
4.1 Different Definition of Consumer Legal Term
The legal term of consumer stated on Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian Consumer
Protection Act is a person, without specifically mentioning whether the person here refers to
a physical person or a corporate as stated on consumer legal term of Chapter I Art.2, Law
No.8078 of September 11, 1990 (CCD Brazil).
The legal term of consumer stated on Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian CPA defines
consumer as any person who uses while Chapter I Art.2 CCD Brazil provides definition “…
any person or corporate entity who acquires or uses..”. The phrase “any person who uses”
stated on Article 1 number 2 implies the definition that a consumer is any person who uses
or utilizes [8]. This definition is in line with the explanation of Article 1 number 2 of
Indonesian CPA as follows:
Economics literature acknowledges the terms of final consumer and intermediate
consumer. Final consumer is the final user of a product while intermediate consumer is a
person who uses a product as part of certain production process. The definition of
consumer here refers to final consumer.
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A consumer does not have to provide their achievement by paying money to obtain goods
and/or services. In other words, the relationship between consumer and business actor is not
necessarily contractual (the privity of contract). Hence, the definition of consumer stated on
legal term of Article 1 number 2 refers to the final consumer (a person who utilizes the goods
or services) while the intermediate consumer cannot be categorized as the consumer meant
in Indonesian CPA. The Act does not specify different definitions of the terms “to be worn,
to be used, and to be utilized” [9].
The words “acquires or uses” stated in Chapter I Art.2 of CCD Brazil implies the
definition of a consumer as a person or corporate entity who receives or utilizes products or
services. Furthermore Chapter I Art. 2 stated that a consumer who intervenes in consumer
relationship may be categorized as intermediate consumer whereas Chapter I Art.2 explicitly
classifies consumer as a final user. Regarding this contradiction, Jose Geraldo Brito [10]
stated: In the single paragraph of the same Article., the CCD asserts that “a group of people,
although indeterminable, who have intervened in consumption relationships is similar to a
consumer”. According to José Geraldo Brito Filomeno, what this paragraph is aiming at is
the universality, the totality of product and service consumers, a class or category once related
to a product or service.
From this argument, it is stated that a group intervening consumer relationship is similar
to a consumer, therefore what stated on Chapter I Art. 2 of Law No.8078 of September 1990
(CCD Brazil) contradicts its explanation concerning the extension of consumer definition as
collective individuals who may be participating in consumer relationships. The definition of
final consumer should be a person who uses goods/services for their personal uses/noncommercial purposes (end user, final consumer, consumer of the consumer market) [11].
There is no participation in consumer relationship because the final consumer is the final
person who consumes the product or service.
The consumer legal term Indonesian CPA is more specific in defining goods and/or
services available in the society to be consumed for personal use, family, other people and
other living creatures, and not for commercial purposes. The statement “available to the
society” implies that the goods or services must be widely offered to the society and
accessible by many people. In this sense, any special (closed) and individual-oriented
services are excluded from this definition [12]. The goods and/or services offered to the
society must be available in the society. This provision correlates with the statement on
Article 9 Paragraph (1) number e of Indonesian CPA: “the goods and/or services are
available;” However, in today’s more complex commerce, this requirement is no longer
demanded by consumer society, for example it is very common for a house developer to carry
out transaction before the house built. Even in certain types of transaction, such as futures
trading the existence of the goods being traded is not a priority [13]. The element added in
this definition also attempts to extend the scope of benefits. The benefit here is not limited
merely on personal and family uses [13]. It also includes other people’s benefits in addition
to personal and family uses. Meanwhile, Chapter I Art. 2, CCD Brazil does not provide
specific explanation on goods/services available in the society. CCD Brazil emphasizes that
only goods or services acquired or used as final user can be categorized as consumer.
Therefore, although it does not explicitly state goods or services that are available in the
society, Chapter I Art. 2, CCD Brazil still includes a person in consumer legal term as long
as they acquire or use the goods or services in wide scale.
The statement “not for commercial purposes” in Article 1 number 2 consumer legal term
aims to emphasize the explanation of the article that a consumer meant by the article refers
to final consumer, not intermediate consumer. The characteristics of the consumer indicate
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that he/she does not always provide his/her achievement by paying some money to acquire
goods and/or services. In other words, the principle of legal relationship between a consumer
and a business actor is not necessarily contractual (the privity of contract) [13]. This principle
correlates with the way a consumer acquires a product, namely [14]:
1.

2.

Purchasing. For a person who acquires a product through purchasing, he/she must
be involved in a contract with the actor. A consumer gains legal protection from this
contract.
Other ways of acquiring, namely presents, gifts, and inheritance/legacy. In this type
of acquiring, a consumer is not involved in contractual relationship with the actor
thus the consumer does not have legal protection provided by the contract. The
required legal protection is provided by the state in the form of regulations aimed to
protect the consumer(s), in this case Consumer Protection Act.

Chapter I Art.2 CCD Brazil does not specify whether the acquired or used
products/services are traded or not. However, the statement is more concise and clearer than
Indonesian CPA. Chapter I Art. 2 CCD Brazil directly addresses consumer as final consumer
as stated on Geraldo Brito Filomeno’s opinion: “...the consumer concept adopted by the Code
had an exclusively economic connotation. In other words, it took into account only the
acquisition of goods and services rendered for a final addressee, presuming that those acts
are for a personal need and not for the development of another business activity” [15].
According to this opinion, the concept of consumer poses exclusive connotation in which the
purpose of all actions made by a final consumer is considered as personal need, and not as
business development.
4.2 Consumer as a Legal Subject
The definition of legal subject proposed by Jack M. Balkin is only limited on individuals
who understand something thus that something serves as the object of their understanding.
Consumer legal term stated on CCD Brazil explicitly defines consumer as every physical
person or corporate entity who acquires or uses a product or service as a final user. However,
the consumer legal term of Indonesian CPA does not specifically explain who the consumer
referred to in this law is, whether the consumer here refers to physical person (natuurlijk
persoon) or legal entity (rechtpersoon). Does the definition of consumer in Indonesian CPA
also refer to legal entities (rechtpersoon)? This topic is debatable because the explanation of
Article 1 number 2 does not specify whom the consumer stated in this Article referred to.
Therefore, the definition of person in consumer legal term of Indonesian CPA needs to be
evaluated based on law theories and law concept of person existing in Indonesian positive
law.
Persoon (person) refers to legal subject, the holder of right and obligation. The holder of
right and obligation may be human being or legal entities [16]:
Legal entity (rechtspersoon) are institutions or organizations. Legal entity (recht persoon)
is a person created by law. Rechtpersoon is commonly known as persona ficta a person
created by law as persona [17]. Therefore, the word “person” stated on Article 1 number
2 of Indonesian CPA may also refer to legal entities.
Meanwhile, the definition of person as natuurlijk persoon refers to living human beings
starting from the day he/she was born until the day he/she dies. Even in civil law, there is
statement nasciturus pro iam nato habetur [18]. This statement was found on Article 2 BW
means every child in a mother’s womb is considered to have been born whenever the child’s
interest requires. If the child dies during deliverance, he/she is considered never existed.
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Hence, the legal subject stated on Article 1 number 2 Indonesian CPA refers to all living
human beings, starting from a fetus in mother’s womb until a person dies.
Compared to consumer legal term stated on Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian CPA,
Chapter I Art. 2 of CCD Brazil seems to be better in defining a consumer as a physical person
or as a corporate (legal entity) so that there is no multiple interpretation concerning the
definition of consumer. Similar to Indonesia, Brazilian law system also acknowledges
rechtpersoon although it is called in different name. Several Brazilian laws used legal entity
and juridical person which is different from person, for example in Civil Code Chapter II
Art.15 states “Juridical persons of public law are civilly responsible for acts of their
representatives who in that capacity cause damages to third persons, by proceeding in a
manner contrary to law or failing in a duty prescribed by law, saving their right over against
the causers of the damage”. Brazilian Antitrust Laws No, 8884 of June 6th 1994 classifies
legal entity into two categories, namely private and public. Brazilian Civil Code (Law
10406/02), or Brazilian Corporate Law (Law No. 6.404, of December 15, 1976) also
categorizes legal entity into two, namely The Limited Liability Companies (“Limitadas” or
“Ltda.”) and Limited Liability Corporation (S/A).
In the consumer legal term stated on Chapter I Art. 2, CCD Brazil correlates with Civil
Code Brazil Book I. Hence, a consumer refers to physical person described in Civil Code
Brazil Book I, referring to all people, either he/she is Brazilian nationality, expatriate, or even
unborn babies. All of them has equal rights in Brazilian law. Related to consumer stated on
Chapter I Art. 2 CCD Brazil, the definition of consumer in Brazilian Consumer Protection
Act classified fetus inside mother’s womb as a consumer that needs to be protected [19]. As
stated on Art. 17 of CCD Brazil: “For the purposes of this Section, all victims of events shall
be considered consumers”. The extension of physical person is because the similarity
between Brazil and Indonesia, they both adopt civil law with expression nasciturus pro iam
nato habetur [20].

5 Conclusion
From these two Consumer Protection Acts, there are some differences and similarities. The
results of comparing consumer legal term stated on Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian CPA
and Chapter I Art. 2, CCD Brazil can be concluded as:
1. The definition of consumer stated on these two acts has its own unique characteristics.
In Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian CPA, the definition has been extended to
natuurlijk persoon and rechtpersoon while Chapter I Art 2 of CCD Brazil has
explicitly defines consumer as physical person or corporate entity.
2. Consumer protection in these two Acts targets consumer as final user. However,
Chapter I Art.2, CCD Brazil poses contradiction concerning the definition of final
user because of the word acquires stated on this Act. Besides the definition of
consumer who participates in consumer relationship which may refer to intermediate
consumer stated on sole paragraph of CCD Brazil. On otherhand, the explanation of
Article 1 number 2 of Indonesian CPA clearly stated that the legal subject of the law
is final user, intermediate user does not include as legal subject of consumer
protection.
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